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Release Updates

In this release, Ortivus is using a new

versioning schema. This release 4.47 is a

successor of 4.2.46.

The following new features are

implemented in 4.47:

1. EPR History for PreHospital Care

2. SCASFT CCN-202 Sudden Death Procedure

3. SCASFT CCN SC204 - access the Hampshire Health Record (CHIE) via the web

browser in the ePR.

4. SCASFT CCN-215 SCR Feedback

5. SCASFT CCN-300 Falls Template

6. General Improvements

7. Fixes

Contact Customer representative for more information.

Show eprHistory as a tab

ePR History Tab displaying Vitals when using MobiMed for Primary Care

Following changes are done:

The History Tab is displayed if a confirmed social security number is entered and the

user is signed in. In the event of that nor the ID for the patient nor the MobiMed user

is signed in, the tab will be empty



SCASFT CCN-202 Sudden Death
Procedure

This procedure seeks to provide a proportionate response to deaths in the

community, allowing the most appropriate resource to attend, assess, and manage

such incidents e.g. Police. It also covers "Confirmation of Death I Recognition of Life

Extinct" since only Doctors can certify death.

Deaths can be classified as the following:

Suspicious Deaths - another person suspects another person has or may be

involved in the death.

Natural Deaths - death has been established as being due to natural causes.

Certified Deaths - a doctor has certified the medical cause of death.

SCASFT CCN SC204 - Access the
Hampshire Health Record (CHIE) via the
web browser in the ePR



web browser in the ePR

Regional Online Clinical Portal Access Component that will enable MobiMed to launch

an external browser window with SSO to the CHIE portal displayed for the patient.

Note: The CHIE portal does not support Windows 8 meaning that a browser change is

required on MobiMed units running Windows 8. The browser change is not part of

this CCN.

SCASFT CCN-215 SCR Feedback

As part of a CQUIN, SCAS needs to improve the quantity and quality of feedback to

GPs on retrieved Summary Care Records. This CCN details the changes required to

achieve that.

4 new buttons have been added to the Alternative Care screen (accessed via Final

Disposition) to provide feedback options.

All buttons in the “Summary Care Record” section (the 4 new + the Yes/No buttons for

the pre-existing questions) are disabled unless an SCR has been reviewed (not just

downloaded). This is to prevent feedback from being given without having read an

SCR.

SCASFT CCN SC300 - Falls template

The Falls Template is  part a series of templates for

crews to complete when attending particular types of incidents. These templates will

guide crews through the relevant essential fields, with the stated aims being ease of

use for crews and an improvement in cycle time for those incidents. This CCN covers

the first template, for patients who have fallen (excluding falls > 2m).

Ambulance Crew can enter the Falls template and document reason for falls, time of

fall etc.



Minor Changes and General
Improvements

Prevent MobiMed user from adding "new patient" on device during software

update[10599]

In some rare cases, access to the local database is not correct if a new patient is

created during an ongoing update. Therefor "New Patient" is disabled during updates.

Update downloader shall pause before retrying if it lacks permissions to access

the files[11032]

The problem is related to when downloading guidelines and the files are not

accessible to the PU. The PU will stop attempting to download guidelines if this



problem occurs.

Improved logging of ECG export functionality[10997]

When exporting ECG data, logs were only stored on the client. This has been

improved to also store logos on the server.

Show error message if the user tries to send empty ECG. [10999]

In the event of that, the user tries to send empty ECG an error message will be

displayed (e.g cables lost, no connection ) 

Fixes

Resolved an issue were the default camera was not pre-selected[10935]

Resolved an issue were the on-screen-keyboard was visible when navigating the

ePR.[10021]

Resolved an issue were MobiMed could crash if another application was using

the Camera (e.g. Skype) while user attempt to use the camera in

MobiMed[10975]

Resolved an issue on desktops where the splash screen was hidden behind the

login screen when there is an issue with connecting to the database.

Splashscreen is now hidden after 30 seconds[10860].

Resolved an issue that could cause the telemetry service to not restart if the

unit changed state from sleepmode[11059]

Resolved an Issue where Spell check and handwriting did not work correctly

[10936]

Supported Platforms

Hardware Unit Operating System
Getac RX10H Windows 10 (1511)
Getac RX10H Extreme Windows 10 (1709, 1809)
Getac UX10 Windows 10 (1809)
Lenovo 20L3000 Windows 10 (1809)



Lenovo Thinkpad L490 Windows 10 (1909)
Panasonic CF-19 Windows 7
Panasonic FZ-G1 Windows 10 (1607, 1709,

1809)
Panasonic H2 Windows 7, Windows 8.0
Panasonic FZ-M1 Windows 10 (1709)

All versions of measuring unit M531 are supported with MobiMed 4.2. Measuring unit

300C is not supported.

The Clinical Workstation (CWS) platform should meet or beat the minimum hardware

specification and use a supported operating system.

Installation and deployment

For installing this release. Please contact our Service and Support at the below

addresses.

UK market: support@ortivus.co.uk

Other markets: support@ortivus.com

Release Information

This is a commercial release on the following markets:

• Norway

• Sweden

• United Kingdom

This release replaces all previous 4.2 releases.

Upgrade to this release can be done from all previous 4.2 releases. 

Please contact your customer representative for more information
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